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Main points of interest 
1. Input by Sarah Hughes-Jones, Information Compliance Manager CEC, re General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).  While the input had a council focus and 
offered an e-learning module to CEC employees, the message was upbeat.  The 
main points to note are that we must be seen to have the right process and 
procedures in place and we must be prepared to report any breaches quickly.  
This will not necessarily involve a punitive response if we have followed best 
practice.  In respect of consent, we were reminded not to request consent in 
situations where we would have to act regardless of consent or not.  The 
recommendation is to ensure the groups/meetings we are involved in have a 
clear term of reference and the Chairs of the ICSMGs will be meeting to agree a 
common document across all the ICSMGs.   

2. There is pressure on the localities from Councillors to produce an improvement 
plan asap as they understand they have a scrutinising role.  In addition, there 
is an expectation that the Care Inspectorate will pick CEC for one of the first 
inspections in the new format.  As a result, all services have been asked to 
identify what they are doing, what they’d like to do and identify any potential 
barriers.  This is something the Network have responded to collectively, but 
this seems to be difficult to get an understanding on from statutory partners.  
Alex and Margot are concerned that on the one hand there are not enough 
third sector agencies named in the draft plan while on the other hand worried 
that if we try and add names we are in danger of excluding some……  Scott 
Donkin offered his services to progress the plan given the pressures identified 
above. 

3. We hope to start scoping multi-agency groups in the NW at the next meeting on 
19 April.  

 

Issue for Network to discuss 
Third sector consultation for input into LIP.   
Low interest in NW VSFs. 
How the Network can retrieve the reports we submit to the Council in order to showcase 
our collective impact. 

 

Follow up Action 
Provide additional information for action plan. 
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